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Do we need board induction?
“You can employ men and hire hands to work for you, but you must win their hearts to have them work with you.”

Tiorio

oards of non-profit organisations can determine the success or failure of the
organisation. Despite this, boards often don’t spend enough time to induct
new board members into the organisation. This guide is aimed at helping

non-profit boards to properly induct new board members.

a. The importance of a proper Induction Programme
Board members who have not been properly inducted into an organisation cannot
be expected to make their best contribution to that organisation. Their best
contribution can only be made when they use their skills, knowledge and
experience to serve the unique needs of that specific organisation. Because every
organisation is unique, new board members have to understand and respond to
the organisation’s uniqueness.

A proper Induction Programme will help board members to contribute meaningfully
towards the performance of a specific organisation. Consequently, induction is
about introducing new board members to a specific organisation. Prior knowledge
of another organisation does not mean someone has to skip the Induction
Programme. A proper Induction Programme will lay the foundation for effective
board leadership. Although it is important to recruit the right people to serve on the
board, the focus of this guide is to help new board members to make an effective
contribution.

Board members take full responsibility for the effective governance of the
organisation. They also serve as the custodian of the organisation’s resources.
This includes human, material and intellectual resources. Although the board is
not always the highest decision-making body within an organisation, it always
carries the highest responsibility. The board must therefore be properly equipped
to take on this responsibility.

The board fulfils different roles within the organisation. Here are some of the roles
that the board fulfils in an organisation:

Strategist - The board acts as a strategist by keeping an eye on the external
environment and ensuring that the organisation keeps up to speed with relevant

B
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changes. The board gives direction to the organisation. The board is like the driver
of a car who is on her way to a destination. She may get to her destination via
different routes, but not all routes may be ideal. For example, one route may be
too busy, another may be too hazardous and another may be a too long. Choosing
a particular route may have time, cost and risk implications. In the same way, the
board directs the best route for the organisation to reach its destination.

Steward - The board acts as a steward of the organisational resources.
Resources are usually donated to non-profit organisations that have an efficient
governing board in place. One of the roles of the board is to ensure that those
resources are used effectively and responsibly.

Employer - The board acts as an employer of the organisation’s employees. For
instance, the board makes the final decision on salary scales of employees. The
board is also ultimately responsible for the appointment and dismissal of
employees. The board must ensure that minimum employment conditions and
other labour law standards are adhered to.

Fundraiser - The board acts as a fundraiser by soliciting the support of potential
donors. The task of raising funds is by and large delegated to the CEO or to a
professional fundraiser. However, the ultimate responsibility of ensuring that the
organisation is properly resourced, vests with the board. The board’s role in
raising funds cannot be underestimated. The mere existence of the board makes
the difference as to whether or not the organisation will receive donor support.
Consequently, a non-profit organisation without a governing board will find it hard
to raise donor funds.

Lawmaker - The board acts as a lawmaker by formulating and issuing policies
that direct the affairs of the organisation. The policies and procedures help the
board to effectively manage the organisation’s resources.

Despite board members fulfilling these important roles, it is not uncommon that
new receptionists undergo formal induction, but new board members, in contrast,
don’t. To effectively fulfil the above roles, new board members must be properly
inducted into the organisation. It is detrimental to recruit strategists, stewards,
employers, fundraisers and lawmakers into an organisation without them being
properly inducted.

b. The value of an Induction Programme
A proper Induction Programme will help board members to appreciate, embrace
and understand their roles and responsibilities much better.

Proper induction is therefore more likely to result in board
members who are constantly thinking about ways to contribute
to the organisation. Board members should not only think
about the organisation when they receive the agenda for the
next board meeting. For example, are board members thinking
about the organisation when they meet potential donors? How
many potential donors have met the organisation’s board

A suitable
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members without the organisation being mentioned? Board members who have
been properly inducted into the organisation will be assets to the organisation
even after their service as board members. A proper Induction Programme can
hold lifetime benefits for the organisation.

c. Risks of poor induction
Organisations that do not have a proper Induction Programme may end up with
inefficient board members. As a result, some board members may end up making
wrong decisions that are harmful to the organisation. Others may end up having
elaborate and sophisticated discussions on issues that are beside the point.
Others may get used to the routine of board meetings and may end up only
coming to meetings with their faithful rubberstamp. Others may become so
detached from the organisation that guest appearances become the trend.

These unwanted behaviour patterns can be reduced by a proper Induction
Programme. Research studies on non-profit governance increasingly emphasise
the importance of proper board induction programmes.

And so my fellow South Africans, ask not how much it will cost us to have an
Induction Programme – ask can we afford to be without an Induction Programme.

Where is the Organisation now?

It is important for the organisation to assess its current induction practices. The following questions can
help with this:

Induction Policy:
 Has the organisation got an Induction Policy?
 If so, does everyone in the organisation know about the Policy?
 When last has the Induction Policy been reviewed?

Induction Programme:
 Has the organisation got an Induction Programme?
 Are all new board members inducted according to this Programme?
 Is the Programme being evaluated regularly?

If you have answered No to all (or most of) these questions:
Do you think that the organisation will benefit from a proper Induction Programme and Policy?
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The purpose and duration of Board Induction
“People do not care how much you know until they know how much you care.”

John Maxwell

he ultimate purpose of the Induction Programme is to make new board
members feel welcome, to introduce them to the organisation and to
adequately prepare them for their role as board members. The human

element is at the root of the induction process. Induction should not be
approached as a compulsory ritualistic procedure that is required by the
organisation. Induction is an essential chapter of sharing a unique organisation
with a new team member.

a. Making new board members feel welcome
Making new board members feel welcome in the organisation is a vital objective of
board induction. Board members of non-profit organisations are usually not
remunerated. They accordingly volunteer their energy, skills and time when
serving on boards and give up time which they could have spent otherwise. The
Induction Programme may be the first real introduction that new board members
get to the organisation. It is therefore important to present a warm attitude and a
professional image.

A wrong approach to the Induction Programme would defeat
its purpose. New board members who don’t feel welcome are
unlikely to stay for a long time. New board members should
feel that they are an essential part of the organisation. They
must know that their contribution to the organisation will be
valued. The Induction Programme should set the tone for the
important relationship with new board members. The success
of board induction is largely dependent on the atmosphere
created by those involved with the induction process.

b. Introducing new board members to the organisation
The Induction Programme serves as an opportunity for the organisation’s people
to be introduced to a new board member. It is important for existing board and
staff members to get to know the new board member. An Induction Programme
must provide new board members with a complete overview of the organisation by
introducing them to different organisational aspects. This is also an opportunity to
clarify the organisation’s expectations to new board members, including;

T
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attendance at meetings, ongoing board development, time commitment, resource
mobilisation, etc. Board members should after each Induction Programme know
the:

 The organisation’s key people.
 The organisation’s vision, mission, values and strategic interventions.
 Key partnerships of the organisation.
 Composition and functioning of the board.
 Key roles and responsibilities of the board.
 Organisation’s founding document.
 Frequency of meetings.
 Key current developments.
 Key administrative and financial management systems.
 Organisational resources and resource mobilisation strategy.
 Board policies.

c. Duration of Induction Programme
The induction of new board members is not a once-off event. It is ongoing. There
is no fixed timeline for the induction process. This will depend on the size,
complexity and nature of the organisation. It is important for the organisation to
dedicate sufficient time to the induction of new board members. This would
normally take place over a period of time. The formal Induction Programme can
stretch over a period of three or six months. It can even be longer for bigger
organisations.

d. Should all new board members be inducted?
Yes, all new board members should be inducted into the organisation. Prior
service on another board is not a substitute for proper induction into a unique
organisation. King III states that;

“The board should establish a formal induction programme to familiarise
income directors with the company’s operations, its business environment, and
the sustainability issues relevant to its business. It should also introduce them to
members of senior management and their respective duties and responsibilities.
An appropriate induction programme should meet the specific needs of both the
company and the individual and should enable any new director to make the
maximum contribution as quickly as possible.
New directors with no or limited board experience should be developed and
receive education about their duties, responsibilities, powers and potential
liabilities. Mentorship be experienced directors is encouraged. The development
of the skills of inexperienced directors in vital in alleviating the shortage in the
pool of directors available for appointment.”

The intensity of the Induction Programme will depend on a number of factors. For
example, if the new board member is an existing general member of the
organisation, certain components of the Induction Programme can be skipped, or
less emphasis can be placed upon it. Also, new board members who are skilled in
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particular area, do not necessarily have to receive intense training in their field of
experience.

e. What to avoid?
It is important to avoid the following pitfalls:

Don’t
 Overwhelm the new board member.
 Disregard the knowledge, experience and skills of the new board member.
 Ignore the expectations of the new board member.
 Let the Induction Programme become impersonal and ritualistic.
 Induct new board members while the organisation is in disarray.
 Induct new board members whilst there is internal conflict.

Hallmark of a proper Induction Programme

Each new board member should, after having gone through the Induction
Programme, be able to say the following about the organisation:

 I feel welcome and I have been introduced to the organisation’s people.
 I know what the organisation is about.
 I know that I am part of the team.
 I know what is expected of me.
 I know my roles and responsibilities.
 I know who to talk to when I want to know something.
 I know where I can get information about the organisation.
 I know how I can make a contribution.
 I will develop and grow within the organisation.
 I am excited about the organisation.

Exercise

Ask current board members to briefly discuss whether they were able to say the
following after they became board members.

 I felt welcome and I got introduced to the organisation’s people.
 I knew what the organisation was about.
 I knew what was expected of me.
 I knew my roles and responsibilities.
 I knew where I could get information about the organisation.
 I knew how I could make a contribution.

Discuss what more can be done by the board to improve the experience for new
board members, if applicable.
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The Induction Procedures
Good plans shape good decisions. That’s why good planning helps to make elusive dreams come cure.

Lester R. Bittel

n Induction Programme that is not well prepared may leave a negative
impression with new board members. Because first impressions last, it is
not ideal to welcome a new board member into the organisation in a

disorganised way. The board must ensure that the planning for the induction of a
new board member is completed before the new board member arrives.

a. Preparing for Induction
Induction starts before the arrival of a new board member.
Everyone in the organisation must be properly prepared for the
induction of a new board member. To achieve this, board
induction should be embraced by everyone in the organisation.
The board must therefore set the tone for a proper Induction
Programme. The key people who will be actively involved with
the Induction Programme must know what they should do.
They must also be committed towards the successful induction
of new board members.

The organisation should be clear beforehand on issue like:

 Who will oversee the Induction Programme?
 Who will mentor the new board member?
 Who will send a congratulations letter to the new board member?
 Who will prepare the board pack?
 Who will do presentations about the organisation?
 How long the Induction Programme will take?

b. The initial meeting
The board should formally, at a meeting, welcome a new board member into the
organisation.

A

The board must
set the tone for a
proper Induction

Programme.

Introductory Meeting:

The introductory meeting with new board members should include:

 Formally welcoming the new board member.
 Briefly introducing all existing board members.
 Explaining the Induction Programme.
 Assigning a mentor to the new board member.
 Giving the new board member an opportunity to introduce him/herself.
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c. Introduction to Organisation
The new board member should be taken on a tour of the organisation’s facilities
and be introduced to the organisation’s staff, volunteers and, (if realistic) some of
the beneficiaries. A board member who does not know the people and work of the
organisation may make theoretical decisions that are removed from the reality.

The Chairperson or CEO should also:

 Provide a summary of the organisation’s history and development,
 Highlight the key strategic trends and issues pertinent to the organisation,
 Highlight how the key strategic trends may affect the organisation, and
 Draw attention to the key policies of the Board.

A new board member should also be invited to attend any public event hosted by
the organisation after his/her appointment.

d. Newsletter and Website
A brief article announcing the appointment or election of new board members
should be placed in the organisation’s newsletter. The new board member’s
appointment or election should be announced on the organisation’s website. Both
of these should happen soon after the new board member’s appointment or
election.

e. The Board Pack
Every new board member should be provided with a board pack containing the
following:

The Board Pack

Organisation’s background information Pages 1–3
Shortened CVs with contact details of current board members Pages 4–9
Organisation’s organogram Pages 10–11
The organisation’s founding document and information on legal status Pages 12–20
NPO Certificate and PBO approval letter Pages 21–23
Strategic and Operational Plan Pages 24–30
Organisational Budget Pages 31–33
Board Policies and Procedures Pages 34–44
Minutes of last three board meetings Pages 45–50
Minutes of last meeting of general members (if applicable) Pages 51–54
Board Charter (if applicable) Pages 55–57
List of organisational committee and members (if applicable) Pages 57–60
Recent Annual Report Annexure
Organisational Brochures Annexure

NB:
The Board Pack should be properly indexed and numbered.
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f. Formalities
The Board must ensure that all legal and administrative formalities are complied
when new board members are appointed. This includes compliance with:

 Its founding document:

The organisation’s founding document may prescribe formalities when new
board members are appointed. It is important for the organisation to ensure that
those formalities are complied with.

 Establishment legislation:

 The Trust Property Control Act, if a trust. In terms of law the Master of the
High Court authorises trustees to act as trustees. The prescribed
procedures must be followed when appointing new trustees.

 The Companies Act, if a company. The procedures prescribed by the
Companies Act must be complied with to ensure the successful
appointment of a director.

 The Nonprofit Organisations Act of 1997:

If the organisation is registered in terms of the Nonprofit Organisations Act, it
must notify the director of nonprofit organisations when new board members
are appointed. Section 18(1)(b) of the Nonprofit Organisations Act provides
that:

“Every registered nonprofit organisation must, in writing, provide the director
with the names and physical, business and residential addresses of its office-
bearers within one month after any appointment or election of its office-
bearers even if their appointment or election did not result in any changes to
its office-bearers.”

 The names of new board members should be reflected on all official
documentation of the organisation, including; letterheads, funding proposals,
business plans and reports.

g. Peer Mentoring
The board should appoint an existing board member to serve as a peer mentor for
a new board member. The peer mentor should help the new board member to
understand and perform his/her responsibilities in the organisation. The task of the
peer mentor will include:

 Helping the new board member to get acquainted with the organisation.
 Meeting regularly with the new board member.
 Keeping the new board member up to date with current developments in the

organisation.
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 Assisting the new board member to complete tasks delegated by the board.
 Responding to questions from the new board member.
 Sharing relevant information about board governance with the new board

member.
 Keeping the board informed of the new board member’s induction progress.

The mentor should have served at least one year on the board. The board should,
after the induction, get feedback from the new board member and the mentor. This
should help the board to continuously improve the induction.

h. Induction Programme Phases
The Induction Programme should be divided into different phases which can cover
a number of aspects pertaining to the organisation. This will make the induction
process more manageable for the organisation and less overwhelming for the new
board member. The Induction Programme should also include at least two
workshops or presentations covering important aspects of the organisation. Here
are some topics can be covered in the different phases:

First Phase
 First board meeting welcoming new board member and assigning mentor.
 Introduction of new board member to staff, beneficiaries and programmes.
 First meeting between mentor and mentee.

The Peer Mentoring Checklist

The whole board is committed to the mentoring programme. 

The benefits and purpose of the mentoring programme are clear. 

Clear goals have been identified for the peer mentoring programme. 

A suitable, confident and committed mentor has been identified. 

Face-to-face introduction between mentor and mentee. 

Responsibilities of mentor and mentee have been clarified. 

Mentoring programme is not too rigid. 

Regular feedback to the board is part of mentoring programme. 

Regular meetings between mentor and mentee. 

Explain what will happen at conclusion of mentoring period. 

Evaluation of peer mentoring programme. 
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Second Phase
 First induction workshop with new board member covering introduction to

organisation, strategic issues, founding document, resource mobilisation
and financial management.

 Second mentoring meeting. Mentor deals with workshop topics in more
detail.

Third Phase
 Visit to office premises to meet staff and observe programmes.
 Board allocate appropriate tasks to new board member to be completed

with the support of the mentor.
 Third mentoring meeting. Mentor provides support with tasks allocated by

the board to the new board member.

Fourth Phase
 Second induction workshop with new board member covering legislative

duties, taxation, board meetings, board responsibilities, board development,
board evaluation, board and staff relations, board recruitment, the
Independent Code and King III.

 Fourth mentoring meeting. Mentor deals with workshop topics in more
detail.

Fifth Phase
 Meeting between CEO and the new board member to discuss

organisational plans, donor support, legal and other reports.
 Fifth mentoring meeting. Discuss key board and operational policies,

including recent organisational reviews or evaluations.

Sixth Phase
 Board focus on relationship of board with CEO and staff, including

performance appraisal and succession.
 Last mentoring meeting. Mentor deals with board’s role in monitoring

progress towards vision and resource mobilisation.

Last Phase
 Board obtains feedback from mentor and new board member and evaluate

the effectiveness of peer mentoring at board meeting.
 Incorporate any changes that would improve the peer mentoring and board

Induction Programme.

Questions to consider:

 Has the board set a proper tone for board induction?
 Should the board appoint peer mentors for new board members?
 How long should board induction take?
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Sample Induction Policy

very organisation should have an Induction Policy which must emphasise
the importance of the organisation’s Induction Programme. The
organisation can use the following example as a starting point to develop its

Induction Policy.
E

Sample Induction Policy

1. The Organisation recognises that a proper Induction Programme for new board members is
essential.

2. The Organisation is committed to the principles of good governance and aims to introduce all new
board members to the organisation through a comprehensive Induction Programme.

3. The purpose of the Induction Programme is to:

 make new board members feel welcome,
 introduce new board members to the organisation and vice versa,
 explain the roles and responsibilities of board members, and
 optimise the contribution of new board members.

4. The Induction Programme will in a practical and user-friendly way:

 Introduce new board members to the organisation’s:
 people
 facilities
 vision, mission, objectives and values
 programmes

 Provide new board members with critical organisational and contextual information.
 Equip new board members with relevant skills, knowledge and training to fulfil their governance

and leadership responsibilities.
 Ensure the board members meet their legal obligations.
 Provide new board members with an opportunity to share their expectations, concerns and

questions about the organisation.

5. With each new board member being appointed, the board will:

 Initiate an Induction Programme for the new board member.
 Formally welcome the new board member at a board meeting.
 Assign a mentor for the new board member.
 Oversee the Induction Programme.
 Ensure that the legal and administrative formalities are complied with.
 Evaluate the induction of the individual board member.
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What to cover in the Induction Programme

The following aspects should be covered in the Induction Programme:

A. Organisation’s history and development

Objective: To connect with the new board member and to provide him/her with
insight into the historical development of the organisation.

This should cover:
1. The history of the organisation.
2. The founders of the organisation.
3. Key phases in the organisation’s development.
4. Key challenges and successes of the organisation.
5. Key partnerships of the organisation.

B. Organisation’s vision, mission, objectives and values

Objective: To make clear what need the organisation is filling in society and how
the organisation will improve and address that need. New board members should
embrace the vision, mission and values of the organisation.

This should cover:
1. Why the organisation’s vision is relevant within the current environment.
2. What value the organisation holds for its beneficiaries.
3. Why the organisation is deserving of external support.
4. The powerful and compelling nature of the organisation’s vision in the current

context.
5. The values that underpin the organisation.

C. Organisation’s founding document

Objective: To confirm the importance of the organisation’s founding document
and to ensure that it is always used as a point of reference for board members that
determines their scope of authority, obligations and meeting procedures.

This should cover:
1. Extent of the board’s authority.
2. When the founding document was last reviewed.
3. Requirements for meetings, quorums and decision-making.
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4. Organisational structures as set out in founding document.
5. Other legal conditions contained in founding document.

D. Overview of the organisation’s strategic plan

Objective: To provide new board members with a brief overview of the strategic
plan, including a brief report on the key aspects that came out of the organisation’s
last strategic planning session.

This should cover:
1. The strategic direction and goals of the organisation.
2. What influenced the decision to pursue those strategic goals?
3. The strategic challenges being faced by the organisation.
4. The strengths and weaknesses of the organisation.
5. The environmental scan, if any, conducted by the organisation.

E. The organisation’s resource mobilisation strategy

Objective: To provide new board members with a synopsis of the opportunities
and challenges experienced in mobilising resources and to clarify the board’s role
in mobilising resources.

This should cover:
1. Which resources the organisation have mobilised effectively.
2. Who the organisation’s main supporters are.
3. The challenges experienced by the organisation in this arena.
4. The organisation’s resource mobilisation targets and timeframes.
5. Expectations (if any) for board members to donate towards the organisation.

F. The organisation’s financial management system

Objective: To provide new board members with an overview of the organisation’s
financial management system and to affirm that the board is collectively
responsible for the organisational finances.

This should cover:
1. The financial reporting systems of the organisation.
2. Key financial policies of the organisation.
3. The investments and financial reserves available to the organisation.
4. The board’s role in approving the organisational budget.
5. The auditing process.
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G. The organisation’s risk management system

Objective: To provide new board members with an overview of the organisation’s
risk management system. More particularly, how risks are identified, assessed,
and dealt with.

This should cover:
1. An introduction to the policy on risk management, if any.
2. The board’s role in risk management.
3. Key risks faced by the organisation.
4. How risk management is integrated throughout the organisation.

H. The board’s governance responsibilities

Objective: To give board members a bird’s eye view of the main responsibilities of
the board. To ensure that new board members have a balanced approach towards
governance by focusing on oversight, direction and leadership.

This should cover:
1. The basic oversight responsibilities of the board.
2. The board’s role in providing direction.
3. The leadership function of the board.
4. The board’s role in ensuring that the resources are used effectively.

I. Overview of organisational policies

Objective: To provide an overview of the organisation’s policies and the board’s
role in developing, reviewing and monitoring organisational policies.

This should cover:
1. An overview of the organisation’s policies.
2. The board’s role in developing, reviewing and monitoring policies.

J. The board’s fiduciary and legal responsibilities.

Objective: To capture the main legal responsibilities of the board and to
emphasise the fiduciary duty of board members which prohibit them from using
their position to gain an advantage for themselves. To affirm the duty of the board
to exercise good faith, care, skill and diligence and to act in the best interests of
the organisation.
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This should cover:
1. The board’s main legal responsibilities.
2. The board’s fiduciary responsibility.
3. The main laws relevant to the organisation.

K. Overview of tax benefits and conditions of organisation

Objective: To capture the main tax benefits of the organisation and the conditions
it must comply with in order to maintain approval as a public benefit organisation.

This should cover:
1. The organisation’s main tax benefits.
2. The conditions for approval as public benefit organisation.
3. Trading activities being carried on by the organisation.
4. Aspects relating to VAT, if applicable.

L. Overview of the King Code on Good Governance

Objective: To provide new board members with a brief introduction to the
Independent Code and King III, by highlighting key features recommended by the
Code.

This should cover:
1. The main principles contained in the Independent Code and King III.
2. How the principles will be applied (or not applied).

M. Overview of best practices in recruiting new board members

Objective: To emphasise the importance of recruiting suitable board members
and the board’s role in such recruitment. To get feedback from new board
members on how they experienced the organisation’s recruitment strategy
towards them.

This should cover:
1. The importance of board recruitment.
2. The process of recruiting new board members.
3. The board’s role in recruitment.

N. Overview of the board’s role in providing organisational leadership

Objective: To encourage new board members not be get caught up in routine
work as a board member, but be to make contributions that are innovative and
creative and to promote ongoing reflection and learning.
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This should cover:
1. The board’s role in analysing how developments in the external environment

may impact on the organisation.
2. The board’s role in thinking strategically about the organisation’s function in

society.

O. Overview of the board’s role in ensuring that information technology is
optimised

Objective: To emphasise the board’s role in ensuring that information technology
is properly used to support organisational growth and sustainability.

This should cover:
1. How operational IT risks should be managed.
2. The board’s duty of care in relation to information technology governance.

P. Overview of the Board-CEO relationship

Objective: To provide an overview of the support that the Board should provide to
the CEO, how the performance of the CEO should be reviewed and what
succession plans the board should have in place for the CEO.

This should cover:
1. The working relationship between the board and CEO.
2. The framework for delegating authority.
3. The review of the CEO’s performance.
4. The organisation’s succession planning.

Q. Overview of ongoing training of board members and regular evaluation

Objective: To provide an overview of formal and informal training programmes
that board members may have to participate in and the board’s regular evaluation
programme.

This should cover:
1. Any training programmes that new board members may be expected to

participate in.
2. New skills that new board members may gain through board service.
3. Transfer of skills that may take place.
4. How the board and individual board members will be evaluated.
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The Induction Checklist

Description YES NO

The Organisation has an Induction Policy and Programme

Everyone understands the importance of board induction

New board members know they have to be inducted

All new board members go through the Induction Programme

Responsibilities are clarified before the arrival of a new board member

The board welcomes a new board member at a board meeting

The board appoints a mentor for a new board member

New board members are introduced to the organisation’s people

New board members are taken on a site visit

Board packs are prepared for new board members

New board members can share their expectations

Legal formalities are complied with

Appointment is announced in newsletter and on website

Induction time table has been approved by the board

Induction workshops scheduled for new board members

Peer mentoring meetings are scheduled

The Induction Programme covers the:
 History and development of organisation

 Vision, Mission, Objectives and Values

 Founding Document

 Strategic Plans of organisation

 Organisation’s Resource mobilisation strategy

 Financial and Risk Management Systems

 Board’s fiduciary, legal and governance responsibilities

 Taxation of organisation

 King Code on Good Governance

 Recruitment of new board members

 Board-CEO Relationship

 Board’s role in providing leadership

 Development of board members

Regular Review of Induction Programme
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